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Larceny –
Grand
LarcenyShoplifter

19-40980

Curtis Ct

$10,000 missing. Active investigation.
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Target

Disturbance
-Physical
Baker Act

19-41024

Senseney Path

19-41033

East Diamond
Drive

Stolen
Vehicle
Recovered
Traffic Stop

19-39839

Chestnut Ave

19-40979

S. Pine St

Narcotics

19-41006

E. Booe St

Repeat shoplifting suspects operating in the Flagler and Volusia
County areas seen in Palm Coast store. Subjects concealed several
clothing items and left the store. They were stopped by LEO as they
exited the store onto the sidewalk.
S1 hit V1 and grabbed her by the neck. She was able to get away
from S1. S1 was arrest and transported to FCIF
Communications received a call from the Veterans Crisis Center
advising that they were currently land line with a male who was in
his garage with the vehicle running. The VA operator advised that
they had voice contact at one time but the male stopped
responding. Deputies arrived on scene and could hear the VA
operator over the speaker phone and could hear a car running in
the garage. Deputies conducted a check of the residence and found
a rear sliding glass door unsecured. Due to the exigent
circumstances, entry was made into the residence and the male
was found unresponsive in the garage slummed over the center
console of his vehicle. Deputies moved in and the male became
responsive. No other subjects were located in the residence; the
male was placed under a Baker Act and was transported to FHF for
further medical treatment. No deputies reported any injuries. See
report by Deputy Varnes for further.
The ATV that was reported stolen on April 29, 2019, was located on
a trail off Orange Blossom in the woods unoccupied. The ATV was
returned to the owner and removed from NCIC/FCIC.
Attempted traffic stop on a silver Nissan registered to Bolotina
Company. Vehicle fled into the south side of Bunnell and stopped
behind the Riverside Apartments. Three black males then fled on
foot.
While searching for the subjects that fled from an earlier traffic
stop, a red Lincoln was located near the Riverside Apartments.
Upon approaching the vehicle, a scale, and a small amount of
cocaine was visible in the back seat.
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